Different machine translation engines can be remarkably dissimilar not only with respect to their technical paradigm, but also with respect to the translation output they yield. System combination is a method for combining the output of multiple machine translation engines in order to take benefit of the strengths of each of the individual engines.
Introduction
We present a novel machine translation system combination framework which has been implemented and released as part of the most recent version of the Jane toolkit. 1 Our system combination framework has already been applied successfully for joining the outputs of different individual machine translation engines from several project partners within large-scale projects like Quaero (Peitz and others, 2013) , EU-BRIDGE (Freitag and others, 2013) , and DARPA BOLT. The combined translation is typically of better quality than any of the individual hypotheses. The source code of our framework has now been released to the public.
We focus on system combination via confusion network decoding. This basically means that we align all input hypotheses from individual machine translation (MT) engines together and extract a combination as a new output. For our baseline algorithm we only need the first best translation from each of the different MT engines, without any additional information. Supplementary to the baseline models integrated into our framework, we optionally allow for utilization of n-gram language models and IBM-1 lexicon models (Brown et al., 1993) , both trained on additional training corpora that might be at hand.
We evaluate the Jane system combination framework on the latest official Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation (WMT) system combination shared task (Callison-Burch et al., 2011) . Many state-of-the-art MT system combination toolkits have been evaluated on this task, which allows us to directly compare the results obtained with our novel Jane system combination framework with the best known results obtained with other toolkits.
The paper is structured as follows: We commence with giving a brief outline of some related work (Section 2). In Section 3 we describe the techniques which are implemented in the Jane MT system combination framework. The experimental results are presented and analyzed in Section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
Related Work
The first application of system combination to MT has been presented by Bangalore et al. (2001) . They used a multiple string alignment (MSA) approach to align the hypotheses together and built a confusion network from which the system combination output is determined using majority vot- ing and an additional language model. Matusov et al. (2006) proposed an alignment based on the GIZA++ toolkit which introduced word reordering not present in MSA, and Sim et al. (2007) used alignments produced by TER scoring (Snover et al., 2006) . Extensions of the last two are based on hidden Markov models (He et al., 2008) , inversion transduction grammars (Karakos et al., 2008) , or METEOR (Heafield and Lavie, 2010) .
The Jane MT System Combination Framework
In this section we describe the techniques for MT system combination which we implemented in the Jane toolkit. 2 We first address the generation of a confusion network from the input translations. For that we need a pairwise alignment between all input hypotheses. We then present word reordering mechanisms, the baseline models, and additional advanced models which can be applied for system combination using Jane. The system combination decoding step basically involves determining the shortest path through the confusion network based on several model scores from this network.
Confusion Network
A confusion network represents all different combined translations we can generate from the set of provided input hypotheses. Figure 1 depicts an example of a confusion network. A word alignment between all pairs of input hypotheses is required for generating a confusion network. For convenience, we first select one of the input hypotheses as the primary hypothesis. The primary hypothesis then determines the word order and all remaining hypotheses are word-to-word aligned to the given word order.
To generate a meaningful confusion network, we should adopt an alignment which only allows to switch between words which are synonyms, misspellings, morphological variants or on a higher level paraphrases of the words from the primary hypothesis. In this work we use METEOR alignments. METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) was originally designed to reorder a translation for scoring and has a high precision. The recall is lower because synonyms which are not in the METEOR database or punctuation marks like "!" and "?" are not aligned to each other. For our purposes, we augment the METEOR paraphrase table with entries like ".|!", ".|?", or "the|a". Figure 2 shows an example METEOR hypothesis alignment. The primary hypothesis "isolated cdna lib" determines the word order. An entry "a|b" means that word "a" from a secondary hypothesis has been aligned to word "b" from the primary one. "*EPS*" is the empty word and thus an entry "*EPS*|b" means that no word could be aligned to the primary hypothesis word "b". "a|*EPS*" means that the word "a" has not been aligned to any word from the primary hypothesis.
After producing the alignment information, we can build the confusion network. Now, we are able to not only extract the original primary hypothesis from the confusion network but also switch words from the primary hypothesis to words from any secondary hypothesis (also the empty word) or insert words or sequences of words.
In the final confusion network, we do not stick to one hypothesis as the primary system. For m input hypotheses we build m different confusion networks, each having a different system as primary system. The final confusion network is a union of all m networks. 3 The most straightforward way to obtain a combined hypothesis from a confusion network is to extract it via majority voting. For example, in the first column in Figure 3 , "the" has been seen three times, but the translation options "a" and "an" have each been seen only once. By means of a straight majority vote we would extract "the". As the different single system translations are of varying utility for system combination, we assign a system weight to each input hypothesis. The system weights are set by optimizing scaling factors for binary system voting features (cf. Section 3.3). We employ some more weighted baseline features the|*EPS* isolated|isolated cdna|cdna *EPS*|lib a|*EPS* isolated|isolated cdna|cdna lib|lib an|*EPS* isolated|isolated cdna|cdna lib|lib the|*EPS* *EPS*|isolated cdna|cdna *EPS*|lib the|*EPS* *EPS*|isolated cdna|cdna lib|lib and additional models (cf. Section 3.4) in the decision process. In Figure 1 we scored the confusion network with some system weights and used the shortest path algorithm to find the hypothesis with the highest score (the hypothesis along the path highlighted in red).
Word Reordering
Many words from secondary hypotheses can be unaligned as they have no connection to any words of the primary hypothesis. However, words from different secondary systems could be related to each other. In order to account for these relations and to give the words from the secondary hypotheses a higher chance to be present in the combined output, we introduce some simple word reordering mechanisms. We rank the hypotheses according to a language model trained on all input hypotheses. We initialize the confusion network with the sentence from the primary system. During the generation of the confusion network we align the hypotheses consecutively into the confusion network via the following procedure:
• If a word w i from hypothesis A has a relation to a word v j of the primary hypothesis, we insert it as a new translation alternative to v j .
• If w i has no relation to the primary, but to a word u k from a secondary hypothesis in the confusion network, we insert w i as a new translation alternative to u k . • Otherwise we insert w i in front of the previous inserted word w i−1 of hypothesis A. The new position gets an epsilon arc for the primary and all unrelated secondary systems.
Baseline Models
Once we have the final confusion network, we want to adopt models which are valuable features to score the different translation options. In our implementation we use the following set of standard models:
m binary system voting features For each word the voting feature for system i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is 1 iff the word is from system i, otherwise 0. Binary primary system feature A feature that marks the primary hypothesis. LM feature 3-gram language model trained on the input hypotheses. Word penalty Counts the number of words.
Additional Models
The Jane system combination toolkit also provides the possibility to utilize some additional models for system combination. For the current release we integrated the optional usage of the following additional models:
Big LM A big language model trained on larger monolingual target-side corpora. IBM-1 Source-to-target and target-to-source IBM-1 lexical translation models obtained from bilingual training data.
Experimental Results
All experiments are conducted on the latest official WMT system combination shared task. 4 We exclusively employ resources which were permitted for the constrained track of the task in all our setups. The big LM was trained on News Commentary and Europarl data. As tuning set we used newssyscombtune2011, as test set we used newssyscombtest2011. Feature weights have been optimized with MERT (Och, 2003) . Table 1 contains the empirical results (truecase). For all four language pairs we achieve improvements over the best 2011 evaluation system combination submission either in BLEU or TER. We get the highest improvement of 0.7 points in BLEU for es→en when adding both the big LM and IBM-1 features. Adding the big LM over the baseline enhances the translation quality for all four language pairs. Adding IBM-1 lexicon models on top of the big LM is of marginal or no benefit for most language pairs, but at least provides slight improvements for es→en.
Conclusion
RWTH's open source machine translation toolkit Jane now includes a state-of-the-art system combination framework. We found that the Jane system combination performs on a similar level or better than the best evaluation system combination submissions on all WMT 2011 system combination shared task language pairs (with English as target language). We furthermore presented the effects of integrating a big n-gram language model and of lexical features from IBM-1 models.
